T-wave width as an index for quantification of ventricular repolarization dispersion: Evaluation in an isolated rabbit heart model
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Abstract

This study examined the significance of ECG-derived indexes in quantifying ventricular repolarization dispersion (VRD) given its value as a risk marker for severe myocardial arrhythmia. Multilead ECG recordings from an isolated rabbit heart model, including control and globally increased VRD (IVRD) beats, were studied. The IVRD was induced by supplying d-Sotalol (DS) or premature ventricular stimulation (PVS). ECG indexes came from (a) the absolute ECG summation signal, from which we obtained the amplitude and area of the T-wave, and the T-wave width ($T_W$), which we consider as IVRD indexes, and (b) the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the ECG, from which the $\theta_T$ (angle between the first SVD principal axis and the repolarization axis), T-wave residuum ($TWR$), T-wave morphology dispersion ($TMD$), unnormalized $TMD$ ($UTMD$), and $\theta_T$ (the angle between the depolarization and the repolarization vectors) were estimated as IVRD indexes. Results were compared with the classical QT-based VRD indexes ($\sigma_{QTr}$, standard deviation of QT end). The main results are $T_W$: 78.0 ± 10.3 ms for control vs. IVRD generated using DS, $p < 0.005$ and 95.2 ± 7.9 vs. 118.5 ± 15.7 ms when PVS was used, $p < 0.007$; $\sigma_{QT_r}$: gives 6.5 ± 1.4 vs. 11.6 ± 1.9 ms, for DS $p < 0.007$ and 7.6 ± 2.2 vs. 13.0 ± 3.4 ms for PVS, $p < 0.007$; respectively. $\theta_T$: 35 ± 51° vs. 117 ± 49°, $p < 0.009$ in DS. We concluded that globally induced IVRD is well reflected by the $T_W$ parameter, being the most sensitive of the studied ones. The IVRD can also be quantified by using the $\theta_T$ index.
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1. Introduction

Experimental and clinical studies have demonstrated a relationship between ventricular repolarization dispersion (VRD) and severe ventricular arrhythmia and/or sudden death [1,2]. In addition, patients having VRD values that are higher than normal have a higher risk of developing reentrant arrhythmias [3–6]. Both the QT interval dispersion ($QT_d$), measured as the difference between the maximum and minimum QT interval values among all of the leads ($\Delta QT$) [7], and the QT standard deviation ($\sigma_{QT}$) of the standard 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) [8,9] have been proposed as indexes for quantifying VRD. $QT_d$ was proposed as a regional marker of VRD, if it is assumed that each ECG lead mainly records the local activity at different myocardium areas [10]. In a study that used an isolated heart rabbit preparation [11], the QT and JT interval dispersions were significantly correlated with the action potential duration (APD) dispersion. Moreover, that phenomenon was confirmed in human subjects given the high correlation between the 24-h $QT_d$ and the intracardiac monophasic APD dispersion [12]. Clinical studies have shown that the $QT_d$ is a predictor of arrhythmia in congenital long-QT syndrome patients [13] and is used to evaluate the risks of proarrhythmia effect class III antiarrhythmic drugs [14]; however, the nature of the relationship between $QT_d$ and VRD is controversial because of technical issues [15,16] (involving the computation of the QT interval) and conceptual problems associated with $QT_d$ [17]. Several studies suggest that the result of the measurement can be affected by inaccuracies in the determination of the T-wave end, the existence of U-wave
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and notched T-waves [8,18]. On the other hand, the main problems with determining increased VRD (IVRD) using QTd are the effects generated by the projections of T-wave loops that have different shapes and different angles onto the axis of each ECG lead, which results in T-waves that have different amplitudes and morphologies [17]. Besides, the QTd measured using a standard 12-lead ECG was compared to the QTd measured using the synthesized 12 leads from the orthogonal XYZ leads [19,20], which did not show the effects of regional heterogeneity. The results of the two approaches did not differ significantly, questioning the hypothesis which supports the clinical value of QTd. Other studies have shown that QTd differed significantly between patients that had a wide T-wave loop and those that had a narrow T-wave loop and, in consequence a correspondence between the QTd and the T-wave loop morphology was observed [17].

Another way to analyze ECG signals for the evaluation of the VRD is to work into a minimum dimensional space determined using ECG Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [21–23]. The transformed ECG data can be used to estimate descriptors and indexes for the detection and quantification of the pathological characteristics of ventricular repolarization [24–26]. The total cosine R-to-T (T\text{CRT}) descriptor calculates the cosine angle between the depolarization and repolarization dominant vectors in a three-dimensional (3D) loop [23]. In this study we will consider the angle \(\theta_{RT}\) rather than the cosine. The T-wave morphology dispersion (T\text{MD}) descriptor [23] calculates the mean angular dispersion between all pairs of leads at the T-wave interval. In addition, the T-wave residuum (T\text{WR}) index evaluates the relationship between the first three SVD components (as the dipolar cardiac electrical vector representation) and the non-dipolar components (which are assumed to be related to the local heterogeneity of the myocardium) [25].

Other authors [27] used isolated-perfused canine hearts to measure QTd and T-wave width from the root-mean-square (RMS) curve obtained from: the available epicardial electrograms, ECG body surface leads, standard precordial ECG leads, and optimal lead set. They induced myocardial repolarization dispersion by changing temperature, cycle length, and activation sequence. The VRD, which was measured directly using recovery times from epicardial potentials, was compared to T-wave width and QTd. VRD was strongly correlated with T-wave width computed from the RMS series, but not with the classical QTd. In our study, we tested the hypothesis that T-wave width (T\text{W}) measured at the surface ECG is a better marker of IVRD than other markers derived from temporal and geometric analyses. In the early analysis of VRD the apico-basal voltage gradient was the assumed responsible of the T-wave morphology [28]. Recent investigations have demonstrated that the apico-basal voltage gradient collaborate little to the T-wave manifestation on the ECG [29]. However, it is necessary to stress that in [30], the authors expressed in ‘Limitations of the Study’ that the data presented do not allow a total evaluation of the extent to which apico-basal or antero-posterior versus transmural gradients contribute to the ECG. Then, it is necessary to assume that T-wave widening can result from both, a transmural or global dispersion. We founded our hypothesis in the fact that IVRD should be reflected at the surface ECG as a increase in T-wave width. We showed in Fig. 1, one likely T-wave generation as a result of combined dispersion between apex-base and
transmural APD. Increased dispersion at any or both of these types can result in T-wave widening. Since, in our investigation, the gold standard is its own control any increase in T-wave width should be consequence of dispersion either transmural or global.

To that end, we used the addition of d-Sotalol (DS) [30,6,31,32] and premature ventricular stimulation (PVS) [33–37] to induce IVRD artificially in an isolated in vitro rabbit heart model. The ECG-derived indexes based on temporal analyses were obtained from a signal resulting from the summation of the absolute values of all the ECG leads in a multi-electrode recording system. In addition, the classical measurements of the QTd were calculated. Geometrical indexes were calculated as the $T_{WR}$, $T_{CRT}$, $T_{MD}$, $UT_{MD}$ (unnormalized T-wave morphology dispersion) and $\theta_{PT}$ (the total cosine main axis to T-wave angle) obtained from SVD of the lead set systems. We tested the hypothesis that $T_{WR}$ does not reflect increases in VRD generated globally (across the whole myocardium) and that the $T_{W}$ better reflects the increase in VRD, when compared to $T_{CRT}$, $T_{WR}$, $UT_{MD}$ and $T_{MD}$.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Isolated heart rabbit preparation

This study conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US National Institutes of Health (NIH Publication No. 85-23, revised 1996). To obtain isolated Langendorff-perfused rabbit hearts, male New Zealand white rabbits of 2.8–3.8 kg ($n = 20$) were heparinized (500 U/kg IV) and anesthetized by the intramuscular injection of a combination of lidocaine (5 mg/kg) and ketamine (35 mg/kg). The rabbits were euthanized by cervical dislocation. The chest was opened via a median sternotomy and, immediately, the heart was removed with scissors and immersed in cold Tyrode’s solution. After the remaining connective tissue, lungs, and pericardium were removed, the heart was placed in a vertical Langendorff device through cannulation of the aorta. Time from chest opening to cannulation of the aorta oscillated between 2 and 3 min. The heart was retrogradely perfused through the aorta with Tyrode’s solution and immersed in a tank filled with the same solution [11]. The temperature of both solutions were maintained at 38 $\pm$ 0.5°C and bubbled with O$_2$ using a flow of 700–900 ml/h at a pressure of 70 mmHg. To regulate the flow rate of the aortic perfusion, a variable speed roller pump (Extracorporeal, 2102 Infusion Pump) was used. Care was taken to fix the hearts in the same position by alignment of the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) with the electrode matrix reference system on the tank.

The composition of Tyrode’s solution was (in mM): 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1 MgCl$_2$, 0.33 NaH$_2$PO$_4$, 5 Heps, 11.1 glucose and 2 CaCl$_2$. The pH was adjusted to 7.4 using NaOH. The sinus node was destroyed by applying radiofrequency energy through a customized device. In both of the experimental protocols, DS supply and PVS, the artificial pacemaker was a rectangular pulse that had a 2 ms duration and twice the Fig. 2. (a) 30-electrode configuration for electrocardiographic recording in the d-Sotalol protocol. Schematic view showing the superior and frontal 5 x 6 matrix electrodes, as well as the standard lead foot (F), left arm (LA), right arm (RA), and reference (Ref). Also is shown the stimulation site from the right auricle (Ra), the left auricle (La), the left ventricle (Lv), the right ventricle (Rv), and the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD). (b) 40-electrode configuration for electrocardiographic recording in the premature ventricular stimulation protocol. Also are shown the positions of both of the stimulating electrodes located in the base of the Lv and Rv, below the atrial appendages.
diastolic threshold stimuli amplitude. In the DS experimental protocol, the bipolar pacing electrodes made of Teflon-coated stainless-steel wires were positioned in the right auricle (Fig. 2a) and, in the PVS experimental protocol, in the middle of the base of each ventricle, below the auricle appendage (Fig. 2b). To ensure stability in the preparation, the heart activity was monitored for 30 min to determine that the heart was arrhythmia-free, stable in amplitude, and had no manifest ischemia. We used an in vitro rabbit heart model because it provides advantages such as a high level of experimental reproducibility, has a greater throughput compared to complicated in vivo models, provides a better evaluation over a range of concentrations and different combinations of drugs to be tested. In addition, it can be manipulated to mimic clinical conditions, such as hypokalemia and bradycardia that support this comments. No attempt was made to measure heterogeneities of ventricular repolarization on the epicardial surface or endocardial muscle layers. We limited our analysis to ECG signals obtained from recording electrodes embedded in the tank wall. It has been well established that with PVS beats [38] or by supply DS doses > 10μM [31] a significant increase in ventricular repolarization dispersion is induced.

2.2. Thorax rabbit model

The experimental model consisted of the in vitro system, which used a multiple recording system to obtain the beat-to-beat electrical activity of isolated rabbit heart. We used two experimental protocols. The DS protocol used a circular tank (diameter = 10 cm, height = 10 cm) that had 30 silver–silver chloride electrodes (diameter = 2 mm) distributed homogeneously. All of the electrodes were mounted on the wall of the tank in an array of five rows (interelectrode distance = 15 mm) and six columns (angular distance between electrodes 60°) (Fig. 2a). The PVS protocol used a circular tank (diameter = 7 cm, height = 7 cm) that had 40 silver–silver chloride electrodes distributed homogeneously within an array of 5 rows and 8 columns (see Fig. 2b). The distance between electrodes was 10 mm and the angular distance was 45°. The dimensions of the tank simulated a rabbit’s thorax. In both protocols, four additional electrodes were allocated in an “Einthoven-like” configuration (Fig. 2). Two of them were positioned on the base of the tank and the other two were on the upper left and right side of the tank wall and served as arm electrodes. The four electrodes were designed to build the electrical reference by configuring the Wilson Central Terminal.

2.3. Experimental protocols

In this study VRD was increased by supplying DS [31,39] or by PVS [40,38]. Due to heterogeneous distribution of APD lengthening induced by potassium-channel blocking drugs [31,41] or the heterogeneous shortening of APD caused by the heterogeneous distribution of restitution kinetics [38], a real IVRD phenomena can be obtained. Besides, it can be noted that we measured the increase in VRD, not dispersion as an absolute value, so our gold standard was the same heart in the control condition in each experiment.

In the DS protocol, Tyrode’s solution was perfused for a control period (CDS) of 30 min; then, to generate increased dispersion, DS solution (60 μM) was perfused during the increased dispersion period (Dp). The ECG was recorded during CDS and Dp and the derived variables measured.

In the PVS protocol, the heart was stimulated from the right ventricle (Rv) or left ventricle (Lv) at basal frequency during a train (S1) of 49 beats. After that train, at beat number 50th, a premature beat was generated at a coupling interval that corresponded to the Effective Refractory Period (ERP) plus 5 ms. In each case, ERP was estimated prior to the PVS application. To estimate ERP, premature coupling intervals (distance from the last beat to the premature stimulation time) were diminished step by step at 5 ms until period refractoriness was reached. We used the average of 48ths and 49ths beats from each S1 as control (CWS). The premature beat (50th) was elicited to generate dispersion paced either at Rv or Lv (Dp).

In both of the protocols, the heart was paced using an artificial pacemaker (DTU 101, Bloom Associates Ltd., Reading, PA, USA). In the DS protocol (n = 10), the hearts were paced from the right auricle at a basic cycle length of 500 ms to prevent electrical unstationary activity generated by a spontaneous heart rate. In the PVS protocol (n = 10), the hearts were paced from the Rv (n = 5) or the Lv (n = 5) by stimuli trains at a basic cycle length of 400 ms for control condition. Then, single premature stimuli were applied after a pulse train at a frequency equal to ERP ± 5 ms (167 ± 7.2 ms for Rv stimulation and 168 ± 11.5 ms for Lv stimulation; P = NS).

To quantify to which extent the stability is guaranty we did measure the coefficient of variation (CV) parameter [42] for each feature, the QTend, QTpeak, QRS duration, T-wave amplitude, T-wave area, T-wave onset, T-wave peak position, T-wave end (measures as in [43]) and T-wave onset, T-wave peak position, T-wave end (measures as in [43]). These variables were repeatedly measured at each electrode of the multi-lead ECG recording system every 20 min during an hour. The CV is defined as

$$C_V = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma^2}{\bar{x}^2}} \times 100\%$$

(1)

and the $\sigma^2$ (variance within) is estimated as

$$\sigma^2 = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} (y_{ij} - \bar{y}_i)^2 / n - k$$

(2)

For each variable evaluated (QTend, QTpeak, QRS, T-wave amplitude, T-wave area, T-wave onset, T-wave peak position and T-wave end) we assume that there are k groups of measurements with $n_i$ measurements in the ith group. The $n_{th}$ measurements in the ith group will be denoted by $y_{ij}$ and $n = \sum_{i=1}^{k} n_i$. The term $(y_{ij} - \bar{y}_i)$ represents the deviation of an individual measurement from the group mean for that measurement and is a clue of within group variability. In some experiments, we evaluated the $C_{V}$ for each variable. The $C_{V}$ was < 2% for QTend, < 1.5% for QTpeak, < 2% for QRS, < 5% for T-wave amplitude, < 5% for T-wave area, < 5% for T-wave onset, < 2% for T-wave peak position and < 2% T-wave
end. So, we verified that the estimated variables did not shown significant statistical differences over the 1-h in vitro experiment.

2.4. Acquisition

ECG data were recorded using instrumentation amplifiers that had a gain factor of 1000 and a bandwidth of 0.05–300 Hz. The signals were digitalized at a sampling rate $f_s = 1000$ Hz and 12-bit resolution using a digital acquisition board (Lab PC+, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). When necessary, a band-stop filter was used to remove 50-Hz. The baseline movement was compensated using a cubic spline [44] algorithm. All of the data were acquired and monitored using customized software made in C++.

2.5. Methods of analysis

The ECGs from the first row of leads were recorded simultaneously, and the same procedure was applied sequentially to the remaining rows. The $r$th beat was selected in the ECG recordings of each $r$th row, $r = 1, \ldots, 5$, obtaining the $i$th beat. After selecting and segmenting the $i$th beat from each row, a signal, $x_{c,r}^i(n), n = 0, \ldots, N - 1$, was determined for each channel characterized by the $(c, r)$ pair, where $c$ is the column in the electrode matrix ($c = 1, \ldots, L$) and $r$ is the row. $L = 6$ for the DS protocol and $L = 8$ for the PVS protocol, being $M = 5 \times L$ the number of register electrodes in each experimental protocol, respectively. Expressing that signal as a vector, $x_{c,r}$, we obtain

$$x_{c,r} = [x_{c,r}(0), \ldots, x_{c,r}(N - 1)]^T$$

(3)

The five $i$th selected beats were aligned using the QRS complex maximum upstroke slope. The beats extend a time window compose of $N$ samples corresponding to 400 ms, and include the repolarization phase. For each experimental condition ($C_{DS}$, $D_{DS}$, $C_{PVS}$, $D_{PVS}$), recordings were obtained from 30 and 40 ECG leads for the DS and PVS protocols, respectively. Expressing in matrix notation the selected segmented signals, $X(M \times N)$, we obtain

$$X = [x_{1,1}, \ldots, x_{1,5}, \ldots, x_{5,5}]^T$$

(4)

From $X$, the ECG-derived parameters were measured. A matrix $X$ characterize each experimental condition.

2.5.1. Temporal analysis

The signal from the summation of the absolute ECG signal was calculated as

$$x_A(n) = \sum_{c=1}^{L} \sum_{r=1}^{5} |x_{c,r}(n)|$$

(5)

We computed the T-wave onset ($n = n_{T}^O$), T-wave end ($n = n_{T}^E$) and T-wave peak position ($n = n_{T}^p$). The upper index $A$ explicitly labels the signal from which the measurement comes and distinguishes among the same measurements coming from other derived signals (see in Fig. 3). The derived indexes are $n_{T}^O$, $n_{T}^E$, and $n_{T}^p$, are relative to the QRS reference point and are expressed in sampling values. The fiducial points were detected using a threshold-based algorithm on the differentiated signal [43]. Once the maximum and minimum of the differentiated signal were detected, a threshold $K$ was established to detect the $n_{T}^O$ at the time location where the differentiated signal fell down by a factor $K = 0.2$ previous to

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig3}
\caption{40 ECG recordings from the control ($C_{PVS}$, top panel) and their respective IVRD ($D_{PVS}$, bottom panel) during PVS from the left ventricle. The stimulating electrode was located at the base of the left ventricle. The last row of both panels shows the first three components, $s_1(n)$, $s_2(n)$, and $s_3(n)$, when SVD is applied. Also, we can see the reconstructed summation of the absolute ECG signals $s_A(n)$ and the module of the cardiac electrical vector under the dipolar SVD $x_A(n)$ with the fiducial points, T-wave onset, T-wave peak and T-wave end, respectively.}
\end{figure}
the maximum slope instant, and by a different factor, \( K = 0.8 \), posterior to the minimum slope instant to detect the \( n^p_{\text{QRS}} \). The \( n^p_{\text{QRS}} \) position was determined using the zero-crossing on the differentiated signals. The differentiator filter transfer function was \( H(z) = f_z / (1 - z^{-2}) \).

### 2.5.2. Geometrical analysis

The ECG matrix \( \mathbf{X} \) was subjected to SVD [21], therefore if \( \mathbf{X} \) is an \( M \times N \) (\( M < N \)) matrix, with \( M \) unipolar electrodes and \( N \) samples in the beat, then there are two orthogonal matrices represented as

\[
\mathbf{U} = [\mathbf{u}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{u}_M] \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times M} \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbf{V} = [\mathbf{v}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{v}_N] \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}
\]

such that

\[
\Sigma = \mathbf{U}^T \mathbf{X} \mathbf{V} = [\text{diag}(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_M) \ 0]
\]

where \( \Sigma \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N} \), \( 0 \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times (N-M)} \). The singular values, \( \sigma_j \) \((j = 1, \ldots, M)\), are ordered such that \( \sigma_1 \geq \sigma_2 \geq \sigma_3 \geq \cdots \geq \sigma_M \geq 0 \). The columns of \( \mathbf{U} \) are referred to as the left singular vectors and the columns of \( \mathbf{V} \) are referred to as the right singular vectors. Furthermore, if \( \sigma_1 \geq \cdots \geq \sigma_p > \sigma_{p+1} = \cdots = \sigma_M = 0 \) then, rank \( \mathbf{X} = p \) and range \( \mathbf{X} = \text{span} \{\mathbf{u}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{u}_p\} \).

(a) Depolarization-repolarization angle, \( \theta_{RT} \), and repolarization-principal component angle, \( \theta_{PR} \): The parameters that reflect a 3D comparison between repolarization and depolarization wavefronts, were obtained from the minimum decomposition subspace and its corresponding left singular vectors. Then

\[
\mathbf{X} = \mathbf{U} \Sigma \mathbf{V}^T = [\mathbf{U}_1 \mathbf{U}_2] \begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma_1 & 0 \\
0 & \Sigma_2
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{V}_1^T \\
\mathbf{V}_2^T
\end{bmatrix}
\]

There are studies showing that 98% of the ECG energy was represented in a 3D subspace [45], in this case, \( \mathbf{U}_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times 3} \), and \( \Sigma_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3} \). Then we used a 3D subspace that was spanned on the three columns of \( \mathbf{U}_1 \), which was calculated as \( \mathbf{S} = \mathbf{U}_1^T \mathbf{X} \).

Each column of \( \mathbf{S}(3 \times N) \) associated to time instant \( n \) is

\[
\mathbf{s}(n) = [s_1(n), s_2(n), s_3(n)]^T
\]

which is the projection of the \( M \) dimensional columns of \( \mathbf{X} \). Hence, it is possible to characterize the dependence of ECG into the three main components spanned by \( [\mathbf{u}_1, \mathbf{u}_2, \mathbf{u}_3] \), meaning \( \mathbf{S} \in \text{span}[\mathbf{u}_1, \mathbf{u}_2, \mathbf{u}_3] \). The rows \( s_i(n) \) \( i = 1, 2, 3 \), are the transformed ECG signals in the three main orthogonal directions (pseudo-leads). In the Fig. 4, the most of the energy was projected on the first five components when SVD was applied, although 98% of the total energy is in the first three components [46].

The algorithm for detecting fiducial points was also applied to the composited signal \( x_D(n) \). Let

\[
x_D(n) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{3} s_i^2(n)}
\]

The fiducial points T-wave onset \( (n^D_{T,O}) \), T-wave end \( (n^D_{T,E}) \), and T-wave peak position \( (n^D_{T,P}) \) were obtained from \( x_D(n) \) (see in Fig. 3). Then, the T-wave matrix was segmented as

\[
\mathbf{S}_T = [s(n^D_{T,O}), \ldots, s(n^D_{T,P}), \ldots, s(n^D_{T,E})]
\]

The maximum value of \( x_D(n) \) in the first 100 ms is associated with the R-wave peak, \( n^D_{R,P} \). From that location, a depolarization QRS wave matrix, \( \mathbf{S}_{\text{QRS}} \), can be segmented by taking a 30 ms interval centered at \( n^D_{R,P} \). That interval time was defined by their onset, \( n^D_{R,O} \) and end \( n^D_{R,E} \).

\[
\mathbf{S}_{\text{QRS}} = [s(n^D_{R,O}), \ldots, s(n^D_{R,E})]
\]

The angle between repolarization and depolarization was estimated throughout the descriptor Total Cosine R-to-T (\( T_{\text{CRT}} \)) [23], which was calculated as

\[
T_{\text{CRT}} = \frac{1}{n^D_{R,E} - n^D_{R,O} + 1} \sum_{n=n^D_{R,O}}^{n^D_{R,E}} \cos (\langle \mathbf{s}(n), s(n^D_{T,P}) \rangle)
\]
The three dipolar component subspace is denoted by $\mathbf{u}^D$ and (b) the QRS and T-wave vector pseudo-loops are shown for the angles (a) $\theta_{RT}$ and (b) $\theta_{PT}$. $\theta_{RT}$ determines the angle between depolarization and repolarization phases, and $\theta_{PT}$ determines the angle between repolarization and a fix reference.

Previously, the $s(n)$ vector have been normalized to have unity energy both at T-wave and QRS complexes. The depolarization and repolarization inscription vectors in the new 3D space obtained using ECG SVD were called pseudo-loops. Negative values indicate very large differences in the orientation of the QRS complex and T-wave pseudo-loops. We used as a performance index the angle $\theta_{PT}$ between a fix reference and the T-wave vector. We take the principal component $\mathbf{u}^D$ from the control beat and use it as a reference axis in control and in IVRD conditions. $\theta_{PT}$ angle measures the mean difference of the repolarization axis with respect to the $\mathbf{u}^D$-reference in each beat experiment (see Fig. 5b).

(b) T-wave residuum, $T_{WR}$: We hypothesized that, if the IVRD is homogeneously generated across the myocardium, the dipolar model will remain valid and will not manifest differences at different levels of VRD [48], but $T_{WR}$ will. Therefore, we again calculated the SVD, but this time we used the X signal matrix restricted to the T-wave repolarization interval; thus, the signal array in Eq. (3) becomes

$$x_{cP} = [x_{cP}(n^D_{P,0}), \ldots, x_{cP}(n^D_{P,T})]^T$$

The energy of the first three components of the SVD defined the dipolar components, $c_d$, and the non-dipolar components, $c_{nd}$, are thought to be due to regional heterogeneities and/or noise.

$$c_d = \sum_{i=1}^{3} \sigma_i^2$$ and $$c_{nd} = \sum_{i=4}^{M} \sigma_i^2$$

To quantify the relative contribution of the $c_{nd}$, the T-wave residuum index [25] is calculated as

$$T_{WR} = \frac{c_{nd}}{c_d + c_{nd}}$$

(c) Measurement of the spatial T-wave morphology dispersion, $T_{MD}$ and unnormalized T-wave morphology dispersion, $UT_{MD}$: The ECGs matrix that corresponds to the repolarization was reconstructed from $S_T$ as

$$\hat{X}_T = U_T S_T$$

That is equivalent to a morphological filtering of the ECG signals, $\hat{X}_T = U_T [S_T] = U_T [U_T^T X_T]$. Then, we performed again the SVD decomposition of the $\hat{X}_T$ expressed as

$$\hat{X}_T = U_T \Sigma_T V_T^T = [U_{T,1} \ U_{T,2}] [\Sigma_{T,1} \ 0 \ 0 \ \Sigma_{T,2}] [V_{T,1}^T \ V_{T,2}^T]$$

where $U_{T,1} \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times 2}$, $\Sigma_{T,1} \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times 2}$ and $V_{T,1} \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times N}$. Thus, $U_{T,1}$ is a matrix in which columns were the most significant left singular vector of $\hat{X}_T$. $U_{T,1} = [u_{T,1} \ \ u_{T,2}]$, with $u_{T,j} \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times 1}$. The third component of the SVD is neglected because it represents a small portion of the ECG energy [21]. Each row, $z_{T,j}$, of $U_{T,1} = [z_{T,1} \ \ \ldots \ \ z_{T,M}]^T$, $z_{T,j} \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times 1}$, represents the reconstruction vector (Eq. (17)), which can be interpreted as the direction to which the SVD decomposed signal needs to be projected to recover an estimate of the original jth lead signal after the rank reduction performed by the SVD.
We calculated the angle between each \((x_{T,i}, z_{T,j})\) pair of vectors, \(\alpha_{ij}\) (\(i, j = 1, \ldots, M; i \neq j\)) as
\[
\alpha_{ij} = \angle(x_{T,i}, x_{T,j}) \in [0^\circ, 180^\circ]
\]  
(19)
which gives an indication of how the leads \(i\)th and \(j\)th differ in shape because a small angle means close reconstruction projection directions and then close shape and vice versa. We defined the \(UT_{MD}\) (unnormalized T-wave morphology dispersion) as the mean of all \(\alpha_{ij}\)
\[
UT_{MD} = \frac{1}{M(M - 1)} \sum_{i,j \neq j}^{M} \angle(x_{T,i}, x_{T,j})
\]  
(20)

The Eq. (20) differs from the definition of \(T_{MD}\) presented by Acar and Koymen [21]. In their work, the vectors from which the angles are estimated are the \(x_{T,i}\) after being rotated using weighting factors that are proportional to the eigenvalues \(\Sigma_{T,i}\). In this work, we rather use the vector directions, that give the reconstruction projection direction according Eq. (17), are the \(x_{T,i}\), as in Eq. (20). \(UT_{MD}\) is a quantification of the variation in T-wave spatial morphology. We calculated \(UT_{MD}\), which is \(UT_{MD}\) restricted to the first half of the T-wave (5T in Eq. (17) restricted between \(n_{p}^{D_{T}}\) and \(n_{p}^{D_{T}}\)) and \(UT_{MD2}\), which is the second half of the T-wave (between \(n_{p}^{D_{T}}\) and \(n_{p}^{D_{T}}\)).

2.5.3. Analyses of ECG repolarization duration and dispersion variables

The standard ECG variables were analyzed semi-automatically by two experienced researchers. The software allowed the ECG variables to be measured semi-automatically using a calibrated cursor with a time resolution of 1 ms. The variables are:
- \(QT_{p}\): Interval between the beginning of the QRS complex and the peak of the T-wave.
- \(QT_{e}\): Interval between the beginning of the QRS complex and the end of the T-wave.
- \(\Delta QT_{p}\): \(QT_{p}\) interval dispersion expressed as the difference between the maximum and minimum durations of the \(QT_{p}\) interval.
- \(\Delta QT_{e}\): \(QT_{e}\) interval dispersion expressed as the difference between the maximum and minimum durations of the \(QT_{e}\) interval (which is known as \(QT_{e}\)).
- \(\sigma QT_{p}\): Standard Deviation of the \(QT_{p}\) interval.
- \(\sigma QT_{e}\): Standard Deviation of the \(QT_{e}\) interval.

2.6. Statistical analyses

Results are presented as mean ± standard deviation (S.D.). The non-parametric Wilcoxon test was used because the underlying distribution of the variables was unknown. When \(p < 0.05\), differences were considered statistically significant.

3. Results

The variables \(T_{o}^{L}, T_{e}^{L}, T_{p}^{L}\), and \(W_{T}\) during the control condition and during the IVRD of 20 rabbit hearts are presented in Table 1. In addition, we compared the \(T_{M}\) and \(T_{A}\) of the control and IVRD conditions. The control and IVRD for indexes obtained from the SVD are presented in Table 2. In this table, we can see the dipolar and non-dipolar components and
their relationship, as well as the T-wave morphology dispersion and unnormalized T-wave morphology dispersion with the purpose of determining the similarity of the processes of repolarization of the i-th and j-th lead. Furthermore, the $\theta_{RT}$ and the new index proposed $\theta_{PT}$ were compared when IVRD condition. Table 3 shows the classical duration and dispersion variables of ventricular repolarization using the interlead differences of the QT interval duration [7].

### 4. Discussion

During cardiac depolarization and repolarization, local effects can occur that can not be well represented on the ECG using a dipolar model. That effect is more marked in regional pathological conditions. The $T_{WR}$ is an index that aims to reflect the local heterogeneity of VRD through $c_{nd}$. In the experimental model used in our study, the $T_{WR}$ index did not detect IVRD (see Table 2), probably because the premature beats and the d-Sotalol supply generated IVRD that was homogeneously distributed throughout the myocardium, and then well represented by the dipolar model. $T_{WR}$ might be a good marker for IVRD, when the spatial heterogeneity of VRD is strictly localized in some myocardium areas.

Simultaneous increases in $c_d$ and $c_{nd}$ were observed in the PVS protocol. We hypothesized that, under abnormal repolarization, such as premature ventricular stimulation, an increase in the dipolar and non-dipolar components might be the expression of global IVRD contained within the T-wave. Hence, an increase, no change, or even a decrease in the relative $T_{WR}$ could result depending on the magnitude of the changes associated with the two components. In the PVS experiment, the $T_{WR}$ index did not change. On the other hand, in d-Sotalol experiment, even $c_d$ and $c_{nd}$ showed marked increases, but $T_{WR}$ remained unchanged. It could be hypothesize that under heterogeneous anatomic damage to the heart (cardiomyopathies and myocardial infarction), an increase in the non-dipolar components and, consequently, an increase in the relative $T_{WR}$ should be induced. In other pathologies, such as the proarrhythmic effects of class III antiarrhythmic agents, or during premature ventricular beats (which possibly generated homogeneous IVRD), an increase or no change in the dipolar and non-dipolar components could be manifested. In that case, the relative $T_{WR}$ will not change.

In our study, the T-wave duration increased when the VRD was augmented (Table 1). The increase in $T_W$ indicates a differential shortening or lengthening of the APD in some myocardium areas, reflecting the range of times at which action potentials are ending and, therefore, it could be considered an expression of the APD dispersion. In addition, other variables changed (Table 1). In PVS, $T^A_0$ and $T^A_0$ shortened to 25 and 20 ms, respectively, which indicates dispersion generated by early ending APD. $T^A_0$ did not change significantly, nevertheless $T_W$ duration increased significantly, which suggests different modifications of APD at different areas. $T^A_0$ and $T^A_0$ decreased 20 ms and increased 35 ms respectively, when DS was supplied, suggesting that DS generates both situations at different areas of the myocardium, ending APD early at some areas and delaying the ending at others.

Other authors [49] have shown, in isolated Langendorff-perfused rabbit heart, that QT interval of cardiac surface electrogarms (interval from the initiation ventricular to the positive peak of the T-wave in the epicardial electrogarms) was longer in the apical than the basal area. This specific measure reflected the APD in different places of the rabbit heart. They attributed this phenomena to the difference of density of $I_k$ in the apical and basal myocytes of the rabbit left ventricle. Moreover, as well as in other species epicardial to endocardial differences in the repolarizing $K^+$ currents may also exist in rabbits ventricles [50].

In Fig. 1 we show the schematic picture representing the T-wave generation as a result of combined dispersion between apex to base and/or transmural APD. The IVRD due to any of these kinds could be result in T-wave widening. However, since no definitive evidences exist to what extend T-wave width in rabbits comes from transmural or apex to base dispersion, this picture should be seen just as a schematic to comprehend the hypothesis of the T-wave widening independently if it comes form one or other dispersion type.

Our results support the hypothesis that IVRD reflects a widening in the T-wave duration when IVRD is generated across the entire myocardium. In the PVS and DS protocols, $T_W$ increased 23 ms and 55 ms, respectively. In our work, $\theta_{RT}$ and $\theta_{PT}$ did not appear as IVRD markers during PVS (Table 2), maybe because of the unstructured QRS complex at PVS, which reduces the significance of the dominant vector at depolarization and repolarization. However in the case of DS, $\theta_{RT}$ and $\theta_{PT}$ proved to be IVRD markers. The high statistical significance of $\theta_{PT}$ supports the hypothesis that the fixed reference to the experimental tank, better estimated the repolarization axis variation as VRD increased. That situation for $\theta_{PT}$ can be transfered easily to a human recording situation, just by using a fixed reference attached to the lead system, rather than to the R-wave.

---

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C_PVS</th>
<th>D_PVS</th>
<th>$p &lt;$</th>
<th>C_DS</th>
<th>D_DS</th>
<th>$p &lt;$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QT_T</td>
<td>201.6 ± 15.4</td>
<td>195.4 ± 24.9</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>168.4 ± 10.9</td>
<td>180.7 ± 17.7</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QT_T</td>
<td>256.1 ± 16.7</td>
<td>266.5 ± 26.9</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>209.8 ± 12.2</td>
<td>245.7 ± 20.7</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔQT_T</td>
<td>43.9 ± 13.9</td>
<td>58.6 ± 12.8</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>30.1 ± 9.8</td>
<td>42.9 ± 8.1</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔQT_T</td>
<td>34.6 ± 11.8</td>
<td>59.9 ± 14.3</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>25.4 ± 5.4</td>
<td>48.10 ± 5.17</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σQT_T</td>
<td>10.4 ± 3.6</td>
<td>14.7 ± 4.4</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>6.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>11.9 ± 1.9</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σQT_T</td>
<td>7.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>13.0 ± 3.4</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>6.5 ± 1.4</td>
<td>11.6 ± 1.9</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A $p < 0.05$ indicates a statistically significant difference.
During DS and PVS conditions, UTMD did not differ significantly between control and IVRD, which suggests that this index is not affected by global IVRD. Only UTMD1, which represented the ascending portion of the T-wave, differed significantly between the control and IVRD in PVS protocol. When the decomposition space was rescaled to equalize the energies in the two directions as $\mathbf{W}_{T,i} = [z_{T,1}, \ldots, z_{T,M}]^T$, we recalculated the angle between each $(\mathbf{w}_T, \mathbf{w}_E)$ pair of vectors as proposed in [23]. The indexes $T_{MD}-T_{MD1}$ and $T_{MD2}$ did not result in statistically significant changes in either of the two protocols.

Furthermore, assuming stable Q-wave onset across leads, QT$_E$ and T$_E^\alpha$, which represent total ventricular repolarization, have similar behavior when the VRD was increased artificially using DS, although QT$_P$ and T$_P^\alpha$ did not develop similarly. Besides, when the VRD was increased using PVS, QT$_P$ and T$_P^\alpha$ and QT$_E$ and T$_E^\beta$ did not develop similarly. That might be because the QT was measured from the onset of the QRS complex, but the T$_E^\alpha$ is referred to the maximum upstroke of the QRS complex derivative. Maybe these two measures have different degrees of reliability, being the upstroke definition more stable, and the uncertainly in the QRS onset made the measures of QT$_P$ and QT$_E$ unreliable.

Results obtained when IVRD was calculated using classic variables ($\Delta QT_P, \sigma QT_P$, and $\sigma QT_E$) showed significant statistically differences. The relevance of these variables has been questioned [22,25], which motivated us to introduce the T-wave width, which is, in our opinion, better than the QTd from a physiological perspective. This behaviour, which identifies significant stratification, even if the physiological relationship between IVRD and QTd is unclear, might occur because the IVRD produces a T-wave that has a greater width, but a similar amplitude, which makes the determination of the T end point less well defined (a more gradual T-wave transition to the baseline), resulting in greater variance from lead to lead, which is reflected in the QTd parameters ($\Delta QT_P, \sigma QT_P$). Note that the QT$_P$ based on the QT peak did not cause significant differences or they were marginally significant ($\Delta QT_P, \sigma QT_P$, see Table 3) during DS protocol. We emphasize that the CV (see Section 2.3) showed very little variation over time for the variables that represent the durations of the depolarization and repolarization processes and T-wave morphology. For that reason, we conclude that such variations did not affect the global changes in repolarization.

5. Conclusions

The results of our study can be extrapolated to human ECG recordings based on the assumption that ECGs registered in the tank (volume conductor) behaved similarly to electrical activity recorded on the body surface. Even if there are differences to consider, overall behaviour and the hypothesis that the T-wave width is an indicator of VRD still holds, and our study demonstrated the convenience of evaluating this marker as indicator of IVRD in human ECG recordings. The simplicity of the calculation reinforces the virtue of this index. Finally, studies are needed to estimate the normal and pathological values of the new indexes, such as $T_W$ and $\theta_{QT}$. Besides, it could be important to find a gold standard of $T_W$ and $\theta_{QT}$ to be independent of the control value of them in each case. In the present study the IVRD indexes are compared to its own control values, which will be difficult to determine in human subjects, unless an historical series of ECG recordings are present throughout the patients clinical history.
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